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SPECIAL ISSUE ON
Mobile Networks in the Era of Big Data

Overview:
There is an exceptional rupture of research activities in big data, which illustrate enormous potential in making decisions, optimizing operations, mitigating security threats and also in a variety of fields, such as retail, advertisement, manufacturing, healthcare and insurance. Data from Mobile devices and networks like smart phones, cellular networks, Sensor networks, Vehicular Networks is an important source of big data. Thus, Mobile networks play a critical role in big data generation, delivery, and processing. Big Data will have profound impacts on the design and operation of Mobile networks.
In this call, we seek high quality research papers that can demonstrate proofs-of-concept, services, solutions for research challenges, case studies, analytics, real world examples and successful deliveries of Big Data and Mobile Networks.

Topics
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the following scope:

| - Mobile Network Architecture for Big Data | - Big Data and Mobile Network for smart cities |
| - Big Data and Mobile network for health informatics and medical services | - Big Data and Mobile network for security, privacy and trust |
| - Big Data and Mobile Network for business intelligence and finance | - Big Data, cloud and wireless network for mobile services and computing |
| - Big Data and Mobile network for modern education | - Big Data and Mobile network for any forms of predictive modeling and analytics |
| - Big Data and Mobile Network for energy applications and services | |
| - Big Data and Mobile network for natural science, weather forecasting and earth science. | |

Important Dates
- Manuscript submission deadline: 17th May 2018.
- Submission of final revised paper: 13th August 2018.
- Publication of special issue (tentative): 13th November 2018.

Submission Procedure
Authors should follow the Wireless Network Journal manuscript format described at the journal site. Manuscripts should be submitted on-line through http://www.editorialmanager.com/wine/.
**A copy of the manuscript should also be emailed to the Guest Editors at the following email address(es)**

**Guest Editors:**
Dr. V. Vijayakumar, VIT University, Chennai, India, vijayakumar.v@vit.ac.in
Dr. V. Neelanarayanan, VIT University, Chennai, India, neelanarayanan.v@vit.ac.in
Dr. Ron Doyle, IBM Academy of Technology, USA, rdoyle@us.ibm.com
Dr. Imad Fakhri Al-Shaikhli, International Islamic University, Malaysia, imadf@iium.edu.my
Dr. Sven Groppe, University of Lubeck, Germany, groppe@ifis.uni-luebeck.de